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The numbers in brackets are assigned according to the indexing system printed in

Volume 22, Number 101, January 1968, page 212.

49 [2, 3, 4] .-Josef Stoer, Einführung in die Numerische Mathematik. I; J. Stoer &

R. Bulirsch, Einführung in die Numerische Mathematik. II, Springer-Verlag,

New York, 1972; I: ix + 250 pp., 21 cm. Price $4.70, II: ix + 286 pp., 21 cm.

Price $5.50.

Here is a modern introductory textbook for German-speaking people by leading

German numerical analysts.   Volume I covers interpolation, quadrature, linear equa-

tions, least squares, and the zeros of functions.  An example of the scope of the work

is the coverage of both the Cooley-Tukey algorithm and splines in the chapter on

interpolation.

Volume II (written with R. Bulirsch) covers eigenvalues, ordinary differential

equations, and the iterative solution of large systems of linear equations.  An example

treated at some length in Volume II is a realistic re-entry problem for a space vehicle.

Of all the English textbooks, one is reminded most of Isaacson and Keller's

"Analysis of Numerical Methods".

There are problems at the end of each chapter and the book is in paperback.

B. P.

50 [2.05, 2.35].-A. Meir & A. Sharma, Editors, Spline Functions and Approximation

Theory, Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel, Switzerland, 1973, 386 pp., 25 cm. Price Fr. 64.-.

This book is the proceedings of a symposium held at the University of Alberta

in May, 1972.  There are 15 papers and 4 abstracts and, as the title suggests, there is

considerable emphasis on spline functions (seven papers).  Some of the papers present

original results and others survey various areas.   Almost all of the papers are well done

and some are excellent.  The topics are so diverse that generalities do not apply; we

present the author, title, length (in typewritten pages), and a very short summary for

each of the 15 papers.  The reviewer hopes the authors will forgive him if he has been

unable to exhibit the entire content of their papers in two sentences or less.

Berens, H., Pointwise Saturation (20 pages).    This is a survey and reformulation of

a wide variety of saturation results.  The unifying theme in the presentation is

the use of relationships with differential properties.

Davis, C, A Combinatorial Problem in Best Uniform Approximation (26 pages).

For a function f(x)  which oscillates A^ times, we wish to determine the best

approximation among those functions which oscillate  m <N times.  Various

results are given including some leading to computational algorithms.
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de Boor, C, Good Approximation by Splines with Variable Knots (16 pages).  This

is a survey of various results and approaches to obtaining good (as opposed to

best) knots for spline approximation.   Emphasis is placed on obtaining knots

efficiently which are valid for broad classes of functions.

de Vore, R. & Richards, F., Saturation and Inverse Theorems for Spline Approxima-

tion (10 pages). A simpler proof is given of the saturation theorem for spline

approximation where the knots satisfy a "mixing" condition.  That this condition

forces "bad" choices of knots in many situations can be seen by comparing the

results with the convergence results of the preceding paper.

Ditzian, F. & May, C, Saturation Classes for Exponential Formulae of Semi-Groups

of Operators (18 pages).  The optimal rate of convergence (and corresponding

saturation class) is obtained for approximation by the "exponential formulae".

The context is  C0   semi-groups of operators   T(t), and the analysis involves the

infinitesimal generator.

Fields, J. & Ismail, M., On Some Conjectures of Askey Concerning Completely Mono-

tonic Functions (12 pages).  Askey analyzed the  Lp   convergence of Lagrange

interpolation at the zeros of Pna'ß^(z)  and made some conjectures concerning

the positivity of certain Cesáro means.  The authors have established five of these

conjectures and give proofs for three of them here.

Gauthier, P., Une Application de la Théorie de VApproximation a VEtude des

Fonctions Holomorphes (6 pages).  A very short proof by approximation theoretic

methods is given for two recent results on meromorphic and holomorphic functions.

Jerome, J., Linearization in Certain Nonconvex Minimization Problems and Generalized

Spline Projections (50 pages).  This long paper presents a variety of extensions of

Jerome's earlier work on nonconvex minimization.  Particular consideration is

given to the minimization of a general bilinear form (not necessarily nonnegative)

on a  Sobolev space.

Lyche, T. & Schumacher, L., On the Convergence of Cubic Interpolating Splines

(22 pages).  Conditions are established on a partition of an interval, so that natural

cubic spline interpolation converges for all continuous functions.  These are

analogous to conditions of Marsden, Meir, Sharma and others for periodic splines.

Motzkin, T., Sharma, A. & Straus, E., Averaging Interpolation (44 pages).  Poly-

nomial interpolation with respect to certain linear functionals (averaging interpo-

lation) is studied along with the related concept of relative unsolvence.   Many

results are established involving existence, uniqueness and representation.

Munteanu,M., On the Construction of Multidimensional Splines (32 pages).  A

survey is given of methods to construct classes of splines which are combined

interpolation and smoothing.

Ostrowski, A., On Error Estimates A Posteriori in Iterative Procedures (10 pages).   A

survey is given of various approaches to obtain a posteriori error estimates for

iterative computations.
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Schoenberg, L, Splines and Histograms (52 pages).  Histosplines are splines which

"interpolate" histograms in the sense of preserving area.  A variety of theorems

and constructions are given for univariate and bivariate histosplines.

De Boor.C, Appendix to "Splines and Histosplines" by I. J. Schoenberg (30 pages). This

appendix presents and analyzes the tensor product nature of bivariate histosplines

and develops algebraic machinery for their efficient calculation.

Straus, E., Real Analytic Functions as Ratios of Absolutely Monotonie Functions

(12 pages).  A discussion is given of various results on the problem of determining

under what conditions analytic functions, positive on a real segment, can be ex-

pressed as the ratio of two absolutely monotonie functions.

John R. Rice

Purdue University

Division of Mathematical Sciences

Lafayette, Indiana 47907

51 [2.05, 2.35, 3.25] .-F. A. Lootsma, Editor, Numerical Methods for Non-Linear

Optimization, Conference sponsored by Science Research Council, University of

Dundee, Scotland, 1971, Academic Press, New York, 1972, xiv + 439 pp., 24

cm. Price $25.-.

This book is a collection of 29 papers presented at the Conference on Non-Linear

Optimization held in Dundee, Scotland, in the summer of 1971.  Within this general

area the range of topics is rather broad.  Ten papers treat general unconstrained optimi-

zation problems, with the total divided about equally between papers on theoretical

results and those reporting experimental investigations; especially noteworthy in the

former class is Dixon's paper on the equivalence of a large set of variable metric

methods when exact line searches are performed.   Three additional papers treat the

special problem of non-linear least squares.

Three papers attack the difficult and important problem of finding or identifying

global minima rather than merely local ones; McCormick's survey paper, in particular,

can serve as a good introduction to this relatively unexplored area.

The remaining thirteen papers treat a variety of topics in constrained optimization,

mainly from theoretical viewpoints; papers are included on quadratic programming,

linearly-constrained programming, complementarity problems and especially on

penalty-function methods.  The general reader may find particularly informative the

survey by Fletcher on linearly-constrained programming and that by Lootsma on solv-

ing constrained problems by means of solutions to unconstrained problems.

The majority of papers in this collection are specialized in the sense that they are

probably of primary interest to the expert or practitioner in the field rather than to

the general reader or novice who would like to get a general introduction to the area;
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most specialists but few nonspecialists will want to own this book. A few of the papers,

however, could be quite informative for the general reader; the above-mentioned papers

of Lootsma, Fletcher, and McCormick are in this class, as are, to a somewhat lesser

extent, the reports of computational experiments by Himmelblau and by Sargent and

Sebastian.

J. W. D.

52 [4, 5] .-Gunter H. Meyer,    Initial Value Methods for Boundary Value Problems,

Academic Press, New York, 1973, x + 220 pp., 24 cm. Price $14.50.

Melvin R. Scott, Invariant Imbedding and its Applications to Ordinary

Differential Equations. An Introduction, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass.,

1973, 215 pp.  Price $19.50, cloth, $11.50, paperbound.

Although these books deal with the same topic, there is remarkably little overlap.

When they are to be distinguished in this review, the author's initials will be used.  The

books are monographs devoted to the technique of invariant imbedding as applied mainly

to two point boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations. There are

several ways of viewing invariant imbedding.  The original view is to consider a particu-

lar problem as imbedded in a family of problems with the length of the interval as a

parameter.  The invariant imbedding equations are differential equations for the un-

known boundary values as a function of this parameter.  These equations turn out to

have specified initial values, in this respect, they are simpler than the original problem.

Moreover, the approach is a natural one to some problems, e.g. when only the missing

boundary values are of interest, or for parameter studies varying the interval length, or

when a free boundary is to be located.   Another view of invariant imbedding is as a

kind of shooting method.  A third view appropriate to linear problems is based on

Riccati equations and is a natural approach to Sturm-Liouville problems.

When the ordinary differential equation is nonlinear, the imbedding equations are

partial differential equations.  They are the principal object of the theory in GHM and

are thoroughly investigated using characteristic theory.  Numerical aspects of the solu-

tion of the partial differential equations are treated as well.  MRS is almost wholly

concerned with linear problems, which lead to initial value problems for ordinary

differential equations.  His analysis is based on the Riccati approach and particular

attention is given to the computation of the solution (as opposed to the missing bound-

ary values).  GHM is the more demanding of mathematical background, but both books

place modest demands on the reader. Both books are clearly written and well structured,

though both would have profited by more careful proof reading.

It is frequently the case that the invariant imbedding equations are stable and

represent an effective way to solve boundary value problems.  The authors do not

attempt to evaluate the approach in comparison to alternatives, though MRS explicitly
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responds to criticisms of the approach.  There can be difficulties such as instability,

stiffness, cancellation, and critical lengths.  Some of these are brought out by example,

though the reviewer's experience has been that stiffness is a common and serious diffi-

culty which neither author mentions.  There are some nice applications of physical

interest which are detailed in examples.  The Stefan problems and oil reservoir problem

in GHM and the Sturm-Liouville problems in MRS particularly appeal to the reviewer.

It will dishearten those writing codes for initial value problems to learn that nearly

all the examples in both books were computed using fixed-step, fourth-order Runge-

Kutta codes.  The techniques being studied are utterly dependent upon the reliable,

efficient solution of initial value problems.  Because they were obtained from long

obsolete codes, the computations reported cannot be used to assess the reliability and

effectiveness of the approach nor its efficiency as compared to methods not based on

initial value problems.   Since this situation is all too common, the reviewer points out

mere have been three substantial evaluations of codes for the initial value problem

published in recent years.  There is a high quality, portable code in the text of C. W.

Gear (published 1971, reviewed Math. Comp.,v. 27, 1973, p. 673) and there are several

other codes as good or better which can be easily obtained.  With the ready availability

of these codes, workers requiring the solution of an initial value problem no longer

have any excuse for using codes of lesser quality.

L. F. Shampine

Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

53 [5, 13.20].-Patrick J. Roache, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Hermosa

Publishers, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1973, vii + 434 pp., 27 cm. Price $12.50.

Chapter headings:   1. Introduction. 2. Incompressible Flow Equation in Rectangu-

lar Coordinates.   3. Basic Computational Methods for Incompressible Flow.  4. Com-

pressible Flow Equations in Rectangular Coordinates.   5. Basic Computational Tools

for Compressible Flow.  6. Other Mesh Systems, Coordinate Systems, and Equation

Systems.  7. Recommendations on Programming, Testing, and Information Processing.

This book is aimed at the person interested in the practical application of its

subject.  The methods included are described in enormous detail, with emphasis on

recipes rather than principles.  Practical hints abound, and some of them, in particular

in Chapter 7, are quite good.

The book operates, however, within narrow limits.  The methods included are

simple, with one exception-low order, difference schemes.  No substantive discussion

is given of spectral methods, finite element or Galerkin methods, higher accuracy

methods for compressible flow, or Monte Carlo methods.  No proper discussion is given

of the effect of boundary conditions on stability. The author suggests that the short-
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comings of frozen-coefficient stability analysis can be ascribed to a defect in the definition

of stability, and that there do not exist exact analyses of nonlinear problems.

He distinguishes between his field of Computational Fluid Dynamics, and a broader

field, Numerical Fluid Dynamics, which is not included in the book, and which presum-

ably contains high accuracy methods as well as the appropriate analysis.

Even the subjects included are treated in an inadequate and slipshod manner. A

few examples: the author is enthusiastic about upstream (first order!) differencing, although

he quotes, without comment, another author who called it unacceptable. He quotes,

approvingly, results obtained with this method at a Reynolds number R — 106. As his

own paper at the end of the book shows, the numerical diffusion in such a scheme is of

the order of the mesh size; the contradiction is never resolved.

The discussion of boundary conditions for the pressure in the incompressible (V, p)

equations is misleading. The author does indicate some of the disasters which may ensue

from the application of his rules, and then merely gives a recipe for keeping the pressure

bounded in a specific case, although the general theory is well known. He also states

flatly and erroneously that there are no implicit (V, p) formulations available.

Higher order methods for the gas dynamics equations are dismissed because the

solutions are not smooth; this would, of course, be a reason for advocating such methods,

as an inspection of the Fourier-space characterization of accuracy would reveal. Richardson

extrapolation is also dismissed, even for viscous flow.

In summary, this long book is not only inadequate, but also pernicious. It fosters

the attitude that accuracy and analysis are the realm of effete "numerical" fluid dynamicists

and not useful to practical people. If taken seriously, this book may delay the maturation

of its subject.

Alexandre J. Chorin

Department of Mathematics

University of California

Berkeley, California  94720

54 [8] .-Charles E. Land, Tables of Standard Confidence Limits for Linear Functions

of the Normal Mean and Variance, Department of Statistics, Atomic Bomb

Casualty Commission, Hiroshima, Japan 730. Ms. of 6 pp. + 65 computer sheets

(reduced) deposited in the UMT file.

The tabulated values of C(s; v, a), C_l(s; v, a), and  C+1(s; v, a) represent

scaled level a confidence limits for  p + Xo2, for arbitrary nonzero  X, where  p  and

o2   are, respectively, the unknown mean and variance of a normal distribution.  These

limits correspond to observed values of (Y, S), where   Y ~ N(p, o2/y2), 7  is a known

positive number, and  S2   is distributed independently as   o2 \v  times a chi-square

variate with v degrees of freedom. For a given observed value  (y, s), the level  a  one-
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sided upper confidence limit for   p + Xa2   is y 4- ößs{v~V2C(ßs; v, a*) + ßs/2},

where  5 = (v + 1)/(2X72), ß = 2 IX¡7/(i> + l)Vz, and a* = a or   1 - a according as

X  is positive or negative.   Similarly, the corresponding lower and upper two-sided limits

are y + dßs {v~V2C-+sen{X)(ßs; v, a) + ßs/2).

One-sided standard limits  C(s; v, a)  are given to 3D in Table 1 for s =

0.1(0.1)1(0.25)2(0.5)10, v = 2(1)30(5)50(10)100(20)200(50)500(100)1000, and  a

(and   1 - a) = 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5.  Two-sided standard

limits  C+(s; v, a)  are presented (also to 3D) in pairs in Table 2 for the same range of

s, and for  v = 2(2)20, a = 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 0.99, 0.995.  The author recom-

mends quadratic or cubic interpolation on s  and  v  to obtain intermediate values

from these tables.

The present tabular entries were calculated with the aid of extensive tables of

critical values [1] by the same author.  Abridged versions of the tables under review,

together with a discussion of their evolution and construction, have been published by

the author [2].

J. W. W.

1. CHARLES E. LAND, Tables of Critical Values for Testing Hypotheses about Linear

Functions of the Normal Mean and Variance II, ms. deposited in the UMT file. (See RMT 42,

Math. Comp., v. 28, 1974, p. 887.)

2. CHARLES E. LAND, "Standard confidence limits for linear functions of the normal

mean and variance," /. Amer. Statist. Assoc, v. 68, 1973, pp. 960-963.

55 [12] -Donald E. Knuth, 77ze Art of Computer Programming, Vol. 3: Sorting and

Searching, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass., 1973, xi + 722 pp.

Price $19.50.

One of the more important events to occur in the field of computers and infor-

mation sciences has been the appearance of the first three volumes of The Art of

Computer Programming by Donald E. Knuth.   In all, a total of seven volumes are to be

published, comprising twelve chapters.  Volume 1 presents basic material in discrete

mathematics, basic programming concepts via a hypothetical computer (MIX), and

fundamental algorithms for the manipulation of data structures (see Math. Comp., v.

23, 1969, pp. 447-450, RMT 18).  Volume 2 is concerned with random number gener-

ation and with approximate and exact computer arithmetic and topics in computer

algebra (see Math. Comp., v. 24, 1970, pp. 479-482, RMT 26).  Volume 3, the subject

of this review, treats the fundamental algorithms for sorting and searching.  Volume 4

will deal with combinatorial algorithms, Volume 5 with syntactic algorithms, Volume 6

with mathematical linguistics, and finally Volume 7 with compilers.

Prior to the appearance of the first volume, authorship of a series of books of

such scope and magnitude by a single person was the object of reasonable skepticism.
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The amount of material to cover is so immense and the degree of detail required for

thorough treatment so great that one would expect rather a Bourbaki-like group as the

author.  The appearance of Volume 1 did a great deal to remove such skepticism and,

with the publishing of Volume 2 and now Volume 3, there can no longer be any

skeptics.  The latest book, Volume 3, together with the first two volumes, represents a

degree of scholarship that is unsurpassed in the field of computer science and, indeed,

ranks among the very finest of scientific textbooks.

In the preface of Volume 1, Knuth set forth the theme of this set of books:

nonnumerical analysis or the analysis of algorithms, which is to be interpreted as the

"theory of the properties of particular computer algorithms." One thus finds for the class

of algorithms treated in each volume the following essential ingredients:

(1) algorithm descriptions in a clear semiformal step-by-step notation,

(2) programs implementing many of the algorithms in the assembly language of

the hypothetical (though representative) computer MIX,

(3) space and computing time analyses of the algorithms and programs, occasion-

ally supplemented by empirical simulation studies.

In addition, a standard feature of each book is a large selection of exercises, divided

among the various sections which cover the above three general categories.  The exer-

cises range in degree of difficulty from the novice to the expert, some being unsolved

research problems, and are ranked accordingly via the author's "logarithmic" scale.  The

answers, or sketches thereof, for most of the exercises are given in a separate section

near the end of each volume and represents a major part of the attractiveness of the

books.  Also included are sections giving bibliographies and historical surveys of the sub-

ject areas, appendices listing important constants to high precision, definitions and

references for notation.

Volume 3, entitled Sorting and Searching, fits this general description.   It con-

sists of two chapters:   Chapter 5, which is devoted to sorting, and Chapter 6, which is

concerned with searching.  The methods of each of these topics fall into two classes de-

pending on the size of the file involved.  If the file (and the required auxiliary storage)

fits in the computer's high-speed internal memory, internal sorting and internal searching

methods apply; otherwise, relatively slow external memory devices (tapes, disks, drums)

must be used and external sorting and external searching methods then apply.  This is

the basis for the main division of sorting methods in Chapter 5 into internal sorting and

external sorting.  However, Knuth first introduces the reader to the combinatorial

properties of permutations, a topic essential to the analysis of sorting algorithms.  This

material requires a mathematically mature reader and may be skipped by one not in-

tending to pursue the analysis of the algorithms.  The important topics of inversions,

permutations of multisets, runs, and tableaus and involutions are treated.  One more

major section is included in Chapter 5 on optimum sorting methods.  This concerns the

inherent complexity of sorting and is directed towards minimizing the comparison of
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keys in sorting or merging files or selecting the fcth largest item; the design of sorting

networks is also included.  Although most of this material may be omitted without

detriment to an understanding of the algorithms, those who are mathematically inclined

will find the mathematical analyses enjoyable.

The treatment of internal and external sorting are comprehensive and well organ-

ized.  Knuth's organization of internal sorting methods, although admittedly "not always

clearcut," is based on the "dominant characteristic" of a method and is as follows.  The

subject is introduced with enumeration methods: comparison counting and distribution

counting.  Next follow the insertion sort methods:   straight and binary insertion, dimin-

ishing increments (Shell's method), list insertion, and address calculation (multiple list

insertion).  Following this are the exchange sort methods, exchange selection ("bubble

sort"), merge exchange (Batcher's parallel sort), partition exchange (Hoare's quicksort),

and radix exchange.  The fourth group is characterized by repeated selection of items

in increasing (or decreasing) order of key size: straight selection and its refinements,

tree selection and its evolution to William's Heapsort (with improvements by Floyd).

The next group is based on merging:   straight two-way merge sort and list merge sort.

The final category, sorting by distribution, is concerned with radix sorting, especially

linked list techniques.  The treatment of internal sorting is concluded with a useful

summary and an analytical and empirical comparison of these methods.

The treatment of external sorting is no less well organized, presenting the subject

as an "internal sorting" phase followed by an "external merging" phase.  The method

of replacement selection is presented as the most desirable in constructing the initial

runs in the internal sorting phase.  Several methods are then presented for doing the

external merging phase for tapes, with the merge patterns being obtained for somewhat

idealized situations. The methods treated are polyphase merge and cascade merge, vari-

ations of these when reading tape backward is possible, and a method which oscillates

between distribution and merging.  The physical properties of tapes and their influence

on external sort algorithms (e.g., stop-start delay, rewinding, overlapping I/O, etc.) are

discussed, along with the technique of forecasting.  Also presented is a revealing illus-

tration of the effectiveness of ten representative merge strategies applied to a file of

100,000 100-character records.  Estimates of the run times, obtained from analytically

derived formulae, are compared with the actual run times, a history of these runs being

displayed on a remarkable foldout.  After treating two specialized topics, external radix

sorting and two-tape sorting, Knuth concludes the topic of external sorting with a dis-

cussion of disk and drum sorting.

Chapter 6 is concerned with searching, a subject related to sorting but not as well

developed; this is reflected in its relatively shorter length, being only half as long as

Chapter 5.  Still most of the searching techniques that are known have been covered.

Sequential search methods, being the most simple, are first described and the probability

of access considered, including ZipPs law, the so-called "80-20" rule, etc.  Quick and

quicker sequential search algorithms are then given (the reviewers were disappointed that
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these were not followed by a "quickest" search algorithm) and tape searching is con-

sidered.  There then follow several groups of methods based on key comparisons.  Search-

ing ordered sequential tables is treated, including binary search and its improvements,

and Fibonacci search.  Binary tree search next follows with some treatment of optimum

trees.  Balanced binary trees (AVL trees) then follow with algorithms for insertion, de-

letion, concatenation and splitting being described.  Also included in this topic is the

representation of linear lists by balanced trees and alternatives to them.  A topic in

external searching is next presented, namely multiway trees (a generalization of binary

trees) and a special case called 5-trees.  These are useful for organizing large files on

disks and drums.

Digital searching methods, particularly useful for natural language dictionary look-

ups, are developed.  The Trie search of Fredkin, a method used in a system called

PATRICIA, and a digital tree search are compared.  The reviewers would have expected

to see more description of Sussenguth's work, which encompasses Trie search.  The

treatment of primary key searching is concluded with a long section on hashing.  The

best general techniques for computing hash functions, those based on simple multiplica-

tion and division, are treated in detail, although a number of standard techniques are

ignored.   Of course, methods of resolving collisions such as "open addressing" and

"chaining" are described, along with numerous variations.  However, the interesting

method of random probing is relegated to an exercise. Methods based on hashing for ex-

ternal searching on direct-access devices are also described.  The search methods based

on hashing are then compared with each other and with other search methods.

The last section of the book treats retrieval on secondary keys, which arise in

queries based on possibly several attributes or keys of the records.  Several important

techniques for secondary key retrieval are considered: inverted files, compound attributes,

binary attributes, superimposed coding, combinatorial hashing, and balanced filing

schemes.  Owing to the recent development of many of these methods, not as much

is known about secondary key retrieval.  Consequently, the treatment of this challeng-

ing subject is rather brief and is not afforded the same thoroughness which characterizes

the preceding sections.  Still, the reviewers were delighted to see its inclusion.

Computer science has been looked upon by many as a collection of ad hoc tricks

for its practitioners, where indeed the term "science" does not even belong.  The work

of Knuth and others is establishing the mathematical foundations associated with the

many techniques, and is removing the "ad hockery" which has characterized the field.

Based on this, one can quantitatively determine which techniques are superior in general

or under certain conditions.  Volume 3 is a good example of the success of Professor

Knuth's viewpoint on the importance of algorithm analysis in computer science.

To be sure, this book is not completely free of flaws, although in this case the

flaws appear only in applying the measure of excellence which the author is helping

to establish for this field.  Regarding errata, the author maintains a complete list of
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errors and intended changes (a one or two dollar prize for each new error found by a

reader is offered) and makes this available to his readers (see Donald E. Knuth, Sorting

and Searching-Errata and Addenda, Stanford University Computer Science Department

Technical Report #STAN-CS-73-392 (Oct. 1973)).  Although the number of corrections

is quite large, they are mostly minor, consisting of notational changes, amended referen-

ces to previous or current work, new, corrected, or reranked exercises and answers, and

expansions and corrections to the text.  These changes will be incorporated into later

editions.  Outright misprints are few.  Knuth views The Art of Computer Programming

as an ongoing project and consequently many of the corrections are intended merely to

make a good thing better.   Regarding the book as a whole, the weaknesses, if there are

any, lie in the latter part of Chapter 6, as noted previously.   The reviewers would not be

surprised to see this portion expanded and subdivided in future editions as the subject

develops.

The book is capable of being read at several levels of sophistication, can serve

several purposes, and is pertinent to a variety of interests.   It may be used for self-

study, as a reference source, and as a textbook for a second course in data structures,

for the analysis of algorithms, and for concrete complexity studies.  The style of writing

is interesting and engaging, and the treatment is often so engrossing that it is difficult to

stop reading.  Those who are interested in the historical aspects of the techniques will

find many historical insights into events dating back to the days before the development

of computers.  The book is mostly self-sufficient, except for some references to

material from Volume 1 in discrete mathematics, basic data structures (a little), and, of

course, MIX programming.  This illustrates a nice coordination of the separate volumes.

Volume 3 shares with the preceding volumes the role of a stimulus for research and

further development of the area (especially searching) and as somewhat of a forum for

the establishment of historical fact, for the standardization of terminology, for the

collection of results and problems (new and used).  Incidentally, Volume 3, which is

722 pages long, dedicates 102 pages to exercises (73 on sorting and 29 on searching)

and contains a 130-page section of answers to the exercises.

The major strength of this book lies not with the amassing of a large number of

algorithms, although the organization and coverage is superb, but with the analyses which

accompany the algorithms.   Many readers with some programming expertise could, if

presented with a sketch of a method, devise good algorithms for its implementation.

However, it is not the case that they would be able to specify quantitatively why one

algorithm should be used in a particular situation in place of another.   This is so even

for those who are mathematicians.   The reviewers know of no book on searching and/or

sorting which approaches this book in scope and depth.

There is little doubt that here is a major work that every person working in or

teaching programming or computer science must consult and, better yet, seriously read.

It is a very worthwhile investment.  Moreover, it is highly recommended that every under-
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graduate computer science curriculum offer a course based on Volume 3.  It is through

scholarship such as evidenced by Professor Knuth's work that the science belongs in

computer science.

Michael T. McClellan
Jack Minker

Department of Computer Science

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland    20742

56 [12].—R. P. Van de Riet,   ABC Algol, A Portable Language for Formula Manipu-

lation Systems. Part I:   The Language, Part II:   77ie Compiler, Mathematisch Cen-

trum, Amsterdam, 1973, Part I: iv + 173 pp. Price Dfl 18.-; Part II:   116 pp.

Price Dfl 12.-.

The ABC Algol system is an extension of Algol 60 designed for algebraic manipu-

lation, with some thought given to more general symbol manipulation.  It is a small-

scale system, not designed to compete with larger systems such as FORMAC or

MATHLAB.  It bears some resemblance to Perlis' old Formula Algol System [1], but is

somewhat less general in the manipulations that it allows.

ABC Algol provides a datatype formula; values of this type can be symbolic ex-

pressions. Through an extension to the procedure-defining mechanism of Algol, oper-

ators can be defined on operands of type formula. The formula manipulation system

consists of a set of such definitions, including facilities for manipulating rational num-

bers and performing a standardized kind of expression simplification.

The system is written in Algol and includes the necessary dynamic storage alloca-

tion features and a garbage collector as runtime procedure in Algol.  The tract describ-

ing the system consists of two volumes, specifying the system and giving the full text

of the algebraic manipulation system as well as the compiler.

This system does not seem to contribute anything new; it may be of some inter-

est to specialists in algebraic manipulation because of its self-contained description and

its portability.  A summary of this publication can also be found in [2].

Paul Abrahams

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University

251 Mercer Street

New York, New York   10012
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